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About This Game

You’ve landed yourself in prison again, and your only chance is to engineer an escape by any means necessary. How you do it is
up to you! Why not cause a prison riot? Or dig a tunnel right under the walls of the prison? Or even steal a guard uniform to

blend in with your captors?

The Escapists is a unique prison sandbox experience with lots of items to craft and combine in your daring quest for freedom.
Life in prison will keep you on your toes with the strict rules that you’ll have to break. The guards are out to stop any escape

attempts, so you’ll have to avoid suspicious behaviour by attending roll calls, working a prison job and hiding your stolen
craftables.

Escaping is what you do best, and you’ll have to prove your skills in a variety of challenging prisons from across the world.

Become an Escapist now!

Features

10 Fully operational prisons complete with routines to give you a flavour of how it *really* is inside!

10 Separate job opportunities for you to sink your teeth into… If you have the knowledge to earn and hold down these
employment paths of course!

185+ Unique Items for you to seek out and perhaps even craft useful items with. (Team17 fully endorse the use of
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various weapons such as ‘shivs’, ‘nunchucks’ and ‘maces’ – within a fictional setting of course!).

Various Favour types for you to tackle offered up by inmates – You wouldn't want to go upsetting them now, would
you?

Highly opinionated and incredibly funny inmates and guards to keep you on your toes as well as providing
entertainment!

Multiple escape routes for you to work out and achieve the title of ‘The Escapist’!

Multiple save slots so you can have more than one escape attempt on the go!

Steam Achievements to strive for.

Steam Leaderboards – Once you have escaped see how you fared against other successfully escaped players!

Prison Editor – Create from scratch your very own confinement masterpiece and share it with the community!
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Developer:
Mouldy Toof Studios
Publisher:
Team17 Digital Ltd
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2015
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It's time time I see a game about my uncle. 7\/10. This is an amazing game. I highly recommend this game to players who enjoy
a good puzzle game that involves many different strategies. This game (in the long run), is a game that requires a lot of effort,
work, and smarts. Its also mostly about doing one thing, but figuring out how to do another thing at the same time without being
caught. This may sound complicating, but overall this is an amazing game.
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